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Core-Mark Leverages Supply Chain in Hurricane Relief Efforts
South San Francisco, California -- September 01, 2017 -- Core-Mark Holding Company,
Inc. (NASDAQ:CORE), one of the largest marketers of fresh and broad-line supply solutions to
the convenience retail industry in North America, announced that recovery assistance had
previously commenced and continues for the victims of Hurricane Harvey.
In conjunction with state and federal disaster relief officials, Core-Mark’s hurricane relief
assistance will leverage its expansive supply chain in the region to supply much-needed food and
water to first responders and to support recovery efforts for Core-Mark’s customers in the region.
Core-Mark relief and assistance operations will be coordinated from Core-Mark’s mobile
command post, and will include both large and small delivery vehicles from its fleet to increase
penetration of supplies into the worst regions impacted by the hurricane.
"We will be leveraging our local divisions across three states including our operations in Fort
Worth, Texas to spearhead relief efforts. Given our supply chain and tri-temp trucks we are
uniquely positioned to help fill the supply lines into the most impacted areas currently struggling
to fill basic needs like food and water.” said Bill Stein, Senior Vice-President of Core-Mark
International. “From our mobile command post we are actively surveying ways to increase
penetration of supplies to our customers as well as assist in overall relief efforts. I am thankful
to the countless Core-Mark employees who have dedicated their time, some working through the
night, to help coordinate these efforts.”
In addition to on the ground rapid response efforts currently underway, Core-Mark International
will be establishing a relief fund to assist Core-Mark’s affected employees in the region, as well
as donating money to assist the victims of Hurricane Harvey.
Core-Mark
Core-Mark is one of the largest marketers of fresh and broad-line supply solutions to the
convenience retail industry in North America. Founded in 1888, Core-Mark offers a full range
of products, marketing programs and technology solutions to approximately 46,000 customer
locations in the U.S. and Canada through 32 primary distribution centers (excluding two
distribution facilities the Company operates as a third-party logistics provider). CoreMark services traditional convenience retailers, grocers, drug, liquor and specialty stores, and
other stores that carry convenience products. For more information, please visit www.coremark.com.
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